Measures of temperament and character are differentially impacted on by depression severity.
Cloninger's Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) is a widely used measure of personality. Two scales of the TCI, harm avoidance (HA) and self directedness (SD), have been shown to be influenced by depressed mood. We examined how the seven TCI scales and their subscales are correlated with depression severity before and after treatment. We also examined whether changes in personality measures could be attributed to changes in depression severity. Two clinical samples of depressed out-patients were recruited for trials to examine predictors of treatment response to antidepressants (N=195) and psychotherapies (N=177). Assessment included the Montgomery-Asberg depression rating scales (MADRS), Hopkins Symptom Checklist (SCL-90) and TCI at baseline and after treatment. After treatment, in both samples, depression severity correlated significantly with HA and negatively with SD. Multiple regression analysis revealed that changes in SD and HA over treatment were related to improvement in depression. In the psychotherapy trial baseline MADRS scores correlated with low SD and high HA. The trial results are applicable to mild-moderately depressed out-patients. Depression severity influences the total scales and most of the subscale measures of HA and SD. Some personality traits, as measured by the TCI, were not impacted upon by mood. Clinically mood should be taken into account when assessing personality measures of negative affect using the TCI.